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Forget Costco: Park and Pack at Hastings
Construction Plans for Larkin Street Public Parking Lot and McAllister Tower Upgrade in Full Swing
-/

Architectural drawingDfproposcd parking lot as would be seen from Northwest comerofLarkm 5t
Design by Intcrnallonal Parkmg Design

by Rodenck Williams, JL

On November 7, 200 1, Dean
Kane issued a memo to all students
detailing the administrntion' 5 plans to
renovate the 200 building, ''upgrade''
McAllister Tower, and construct a
large, multi-level parking garage on the
lot adjacent to the 200 building. As
early as May, 2002, the parking 101
project may be underway. Because
the 200 building is directly tied to the
school's academic program, State
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bond financing should cover the costs
of its renovations. Theparking
structure and Tower upgrades do not
qualify for State funds; the projects
appear somewhat linked as a result.
David Seward. Hastings'
Chief Financial Officer, lists two
reasons for building the parking
structure: (1) to accommodate an
increased need for parking; and (2) to
fund the upgrades to the Tower. While
the parking structure will change the
face of the neighborhood, the upgrades to the Tower present a bittersweet tradeofTfor future Hastings
students.
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The Parking Structure
The demand for parking in the
area will increase during the next
several years due to the completion of
the Asian Art Museum renovation, the
erection ofa new city administration
office building at 525 Golden Gate,
and a new federal building south of
market at Seventh Street and Mission.

As a result, it will be more difficult for
students, faculty and staffto find
parking. Hastingsstudents, staffand
faculty will be allotted 300 parking
spaces in the new lot. In addition, the
school will provide 300 spaces to state
employees at markct value under a
contract. The remaining spots (currently only 275) will be open to the
general public. Students will pay a fee
comparable to that offered at the Civic
Center parking lot (which currently
stands at $5 per day). Faculty and
Staff willlikcly pay $7.50 per day
This sets up a possible struggle in
interests. The parking structure must
pay for itself(through a 30-year bond)
and for renovations to the Tower,
which will cost an estimated $8.5
million. Maximizing income by keeping as many spaces as possible open
to the public (at public prices) generates the most money. However, with
the addition of80 new units in the
Tower, thcToweritselfwill contain
approximately 330 apartments. The

new structure would not accommodate
all residents if each were to have a car.
In fact, the entire student body ex.-

ceeds 1,200. After adding faculty and
staff, the idea that the current demand
from Hastings will not exceed 300
becomes highly improbable.
The school's detennination
that the current demand for parking
spaces at Hastings is 300 is based on
a parking survey last year, to which
165 ofa reponed total 1,150 studenls
responded. Of those 165 respondents,l06nonnallyusetheCivic
Center underground parking lot. If
14% of the student body uses 106
parking spaces at the Civic Center, it
appears highly likely that the remaining
985 students who did not respond will
push the number of those using the
Civic Center lot over 300. In addition,
the stafT and faculty comprise approximately 21 0 additional people potentially in need of parking.

See Parking ................ Page 12
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So You Want to be a Sports Lawyer...
by Aaron J Sobaskl, 2L

Any industry constantly in the
public eye will often be misWlderstood, The general public makes
judgments based on things they have
heard, read or seen through the major
fonns of media without knowing the
full story, Nowhere is this more
prevalent than the world of sports,
We watch ESPN or read Sports
Illustrated and thus are experts on the
intricacies of professional and amateur
sports, The entire industry of sports
talk radio is based upon that belief. 1
must admit I held that same belief.
However, unlike many fans of sports, I
knew I wanted to work in the industry,
While average fans largely ignore
stories on revenue sharing and exclusive licensing deals, I devoured those
with the same voracity as I did box
scores and in-depth interviews, Thus,
I felt, I was not a member of the
"general public" but instead some
hybrid fan/insider. Anned with that
beliefl walked proudly into Phil
Marshal's office in Career Services a
year ago and proclaimed, "I want to
be a sports lawyer," One year, and
countless phone calls, panel discussions, infonnational interviews, trade
publications, and a few internships
later, 1realize how enonnously foolish
I was, I knew nothing about the so·

called field of"sports law"; let alone
what I truly wanted to do, However,
in the past year I have gained the
knowledge I lacked, Therefore, when
I make the same statement today, I do
so with the confidence of a man who
was humbled by his own foolishness,
and who vowed to take steps to rectify
the situation, With this article I hope to
pass along the knowledge I have
gained so that fellow students who
share my interest can walk into Phil's
office and not spew the same uneducated nonsense! did last year,
Let me start by defining what
"sports law" truly is, Broadly,it
encompasses any job in the sports
industry where a legal issue might arise,
It is not an area of law unto itself such
as Torts, Antitrust, or Immigration
Law, However, it does include those
areas oflaw as well as: Copyright,
Labor, Constitutional, Trademark,
Contract, Real Estate, Non-Profits,
Conununications, Tax, Wills & Trusts,
Secured Transactions, and pretty much
any other area oflaw that exists, A
lawyer in sports may deal with some
areas more often than others, but
anything can and will come up, The
field of sports can be broken down
into numerous branches and subbranches, but for clarity and ease I will
split it into five groups, (Note Group
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From Dialogue Comes Truth

#1 will be profiled this month, You are
just going to have to wait until next
month to leamabout the rest,)
The first group consists of
agents and agencies, TIlls is what
most people assume you mean when
you use the tenn "sports lawyer," This
group includes the"JenyMaguires" of
the S]Xlrts world like Leigh Steinberg,
David Falk, Scott Boras, and Am
Tellum, It also includes the large
agency conglomerates like
International
Marketing
Group (lMG),
Octagon, and
ProServthat
deal with all
areas of player,
coach, or
broadcaster
representation,

issues as teams and leagues, but they
also deal with many distinct areas of
law (like Title lX),
The fifth and last group is
made up of entities that aretangential
to the main groups above, These
support entities do not immediately
spring to mind when you think about
sports law, and are perfect exanfples
of what I meant when I described my
foolishness in believing I knew the
world of sports,
Law fums with
sports practices,
consulting and
marketing
agencies, television/radio,
architecture,
governmental
agencies, and
merchandisers
like Nike are just
a few examples
of companies in this group, While r
broke the business down into five
groups it would be foolish to think they
were exclusive. There is constant
cross over between the fields both in
terms oflegal issues as well as jobs.
However, in orderto best discuss the
potential careers available to a law
student with an interest in sports, some
fonn ofgrouping is necessary,

Any industry
constantly in the
public eye will
a [ten be
misunderstood.

The

second group is made up of the
professional teams, That includes
exactly what you expect, teams such
as the Oakland Raiders (my intern
employer and the best damn team in
football) as well as IefTGordon's
DuPont sponsored NASCAR racing
team,
The next group includes the
professional leagues like the National
Football League (NFL), National
Basketball Association (NBA), Major
League Soccer (MLS), and the
Professional Golfers Association
(PGA), 1will include in the league
group the labor associations such as
the Major League Baseball Players
Association, often referred to as the
most powerful union not just in sports,
but in the entire United States, The
MLBPA and other unions work very
closely with the leagues, and deal
many of the same legal issues, thus I
group them together.
The fourth group involves
amateur sports. 1include in this group
not only the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA), but also
the colleges and universities comprising
the NCAA I also include the Olympic organizations like the Intemational
Olympic Committee (IOC), United
States Olympic Committee (USOC)
and the governing bodies of the
individual sports like USA BasketbalL
High-school sports and theirrelated
organizations also fall into this category. Thesesgroupsdeal with similar

~Agents and

Agencies

If you have seen the movie
Jerry Maguire, you lrnow all there is
to know about the lifeofa sports
agent Just kidding, Whilethemovie
did attempt (with some success) to
convey a behind the scenes look at the
"glamorous" world ofa super agent,
like most things Hollywood, it obscured the truth in favor of an interesting storyline, Unlike attorneys in the
other groups, who have more similarities than not with non-sports attorneys,
agents' job descriptions are incredibly
unique, Thus, there are a tremendous
amount of misconceptions about the
life of sports agents, Although many
agents are known individually by
name, they rarely work alone. An
agent'sjob requires them to deal with
almost every areaoftheir client's life,
That requires a vast network of
associates to handle negotiations,
financial planning, marketing deals,
See Sports """."."."" Page 4
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Law School at UC Irvine? UC Riverside?

Southern California UC's Fighting It Out for Right to New Law School
by MIchael Dundas. 2L

The Chancellors of the UniversityofCalifomia at Irvine and the University of Cali fomi a at Riverside are
fighting it out to be the newest owners
ofa law school in the state of California
UC Irvine Chancellor Ralph
Cicerone wants a law school at his
campus so badly that he is attempting
to privately raise the $40 million startup cost in an attempt to persuade the
Regents of the UniversityofCalifomia
to approve one.
In an interview with Jeff
Gottlieb of the Los Angeles Times,
Cicerone states that ifhe can raise
close to the amount it will cost to build
the school, UC President Richard
Atkinson and the Board of Regents
may approve the first state Jaw school
since UC Davis' opened in 1965.
Most UC projects are funded
by the state with taxpayer money.
However, nothing prevents a UC
campus from searching for private
funds. Hastings receives private
donations each year from alumni, law
firm, corporations and various fuunda-

tions. Cicerone said the UCI plan
states that once the school is operating, student fees and private fimds will
make it self-supporting.
Recall that Hastings, which _
was the state's first law school, was
originally started in 1878 with a
donation of$1 00,000 in gold coins
from Serranus Clinton Hastings, the
first ChiefJusticeofthe California
Supreme Court.
Sue Johnson, chairwoman of
the Board of Regents , said money is
the primary consideration in deciding
on new schools. "lfUCI can raise the
money, it might be a favorable aspect,"
she said. But she added that some
regents are oppOsed to training more
lawyers and would vote against any
law school.
In the 1.A Times interview,
Cicerone noted that because of the
slowing economy, it is unlikely that the
UC president and the regents would
approve a law school in the next few
years or that the Legislature would
fund it. But if their only objections
were financial, he said, raising private
funds would solve the problem. He
believes that community demand is so
strong that the approval of a privately

financed law school will ''pass like a
lightningflash."
As mentioned earlier, UC
Riverside is also trying to convince
state officials that it should be in the
business of training lawyers. The
competition between the two schools,
(although UC Irvine and UC Riverside
officials insist that they are not in
competition) comes from the belief that
even if the regents believe there is a
need in California for new legal
training, there is only enough room for
one more school.
The California Post-Secondary Education Commission said in a
recent letter that the University of
California can find better ways to
spend its money than on a law school.
The letter went on to say that it found
UC Riverside's plan "far superior" to
UC Irvine's in terms of its programs
and research that build on the campus'
strengths. Nevertheless, the commission questions the societal need for
additional lawyers and the total costs
of establishing a new school.
The Times article notes that
the two campuses would have to
overcome a Rand Corp. study that
UC officials commissioned last year,

which concluded that the numberof
lawyers in the state will keep pace witl
population grov.rth and might exceed it
UCR officials are still optimistic. Ralph Gil, executive assistant to
UC Riverside's chancellor, said it was
not unusual for the post-secondary
conurussion to comment negatively on
a proposal, and then reverse itself
when the university responds.
Supporters of the Orange
County and Riverside Country schoob
argue that UCLA is the only public lav
school south ofSan Francisco, while
two-thirds of the state's population
lives in Southern California. UCI
leaders also argue that for Irvine to be
a top-tier university, it needs a law
school along with the medical and
engineering schools it already has.
With the two schools only 44
miles apart, the odds are they will be
looking toward that same donors for
source money. All of this just means
that it will be an interesting race to the

finish.

'·Source information reprinted with
the permission of the Los Angeles
Times. "
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Sports ............... From Page 2
athletic development and anything else
that will prevent the athlete from
signing with another agent or agency.
As salaries in sports escalate so do the
stakes, and more is required of an
athlete's representative. This has led
to amazing consolidation in the last ten
years as agents band together under
the umbrella of large corporate entities.
Now athletes can "one stop shop" and
have the same company handle
everything short of perfonning on the
field for them. Agencies-that do not
handle everything in-house partner
with companies that specialize in one
portion of the representation business,
such as financial management, public
relations or soliciting and managing
endorsement deals.
A la\vyercan fulfill many roles
in this area, even though many agents
are not lawyers. The obvious legal
issues involve contract drafting and
negotiations, tax law, and arbitration
(most union agreements call for
arbitration to settle player disputes)
Agents will deal with labor law when
working with the players unions and
they may also need to deal with tort
law issues like defamation (interviews)
ornegligence(fan injured by flying
baseball bat). They might need
familiarity with criminal law foron the
field conduct (Marty McSorelyhockey player charged with criminal
assault for slashing opposing player
during a game) or ofTthe field conduct
(0.1. Simpson)
If they work
withintemational athletes or
U.S. athletes
looking to play
overseas they
need to be
familiarwith

immigration

H....sTlNGS LAw NEWS

deal's value. Agents can also be paid
an hourly rate like many non-sports
attorneys. There are perks to the job
such as tickets to games and invites to
swanky parties (which the agent often
organizes). However, agents with
multiple clients would rather watch the
games on television to better keep
tabs on all of their players. However
they are paid, the agent receives
nothing if they do not have any clients.
Which brings me to the area of
an agent'sjob that brings them the
most criticism from the public and
especially the press: client signing and
retention. For every successful agent
in sports there are hundreds of
wannabes waiting in the wings to steal
their clients. This puts an agent in the
unenviableJX>sition of constantly selling
themselves to their clients. This sales
job necessarily includes doing anything
and everything to make the athlete
happy. Most people have heard
stories of agents giving the future stars
of tomorrow a new caror envelopes
of cash to entice them to sign on the
dotted line. While this occurs, it is not
as prevalent as the media would make
you think. One, forevery"can't miss"
future star there are thousands who
never pan out, making those gifts a
huge financial risk. Two, the consolidation of agents into large corporate
agencies has made their sales job
easier. Better-known agents and
agencies often have players seek them
out and may even tum some potential
clients away.
The key component is trust.
Too many
players have
heard stories of
fellow athletes
who see their
moneyevaporate due to
unscrupuJous
management.
Therefore, they
only entrust their career and financial
security to someone who does not
engage in illegal or unethical practices.
This is an area where a few bad
apples have tainted the public perception for the rest of the profession.
Client retention is an area that
does not get nearly as much press. To
assist with managing theirclients,
agencies employ handlers to serve as
personal assistants. These handlers
can be personal trainers and coaches
or even personal chefs and masseuses.
Handling an athlete might include

For every successful
agent in sports there
are hundreds of
wannabes waiting in
the wings to steal
their clients.

laws. An agent
need not be the
attorney who
handles the actual matter for the
athlete, but she must be prepared to
provide counsel on any range of topics
before finding a specialist in that field.
Highly successful agents can
be very well paid fortheirwork. The
standard cut on a player contact is
only I %-3%ofthe value ofthe deal,
but that varies on the sport, status of
the athlete and agent, and countless
other factors. Agents often take a
much higher cut of the endorsement
deals they get for their clients. Some
agencies take as much as 30% ofa

anything from finding an interior
decorator to arranging a huge birthday
bash orbuying gifts for wives, girlfriends or both. Handling is incredibly
important if the agent is looking for a
long-tenn relationship with the athlete,
which can lead to increased financial
stability. Athletes compare and even
compete for the perks their agency
provides. This
makes a happy
client the best
recruiter an
agent can have.
The level of
client care must
be extremely
high, lest you
lose your meal
ticket to someone willing to go
the extra mile.
Athletes'
spouses are also important allies for
client retention. One agent I spoke to
said his toughest sell is the player's
husband or wife. Spouses are just as
competitive as the athlete, and their
seating section at games can become a
constant game ofone-upsmanship.
These varied fonns ofclient service
require a huge amount oftravel because the best service is done in
person. This puts a real strain on the
family life, but every agent' have
spoken to say they love their job and
the "crap" they have to deal with is
worth it.
Some of that "crap" makes for
interesting stories, so 1thought I would
pass a few along to better illustrate the
things an agent might have to do in the
course oftheir job. First there is the
dreaded 2:00 am phone call. Whatcver the reason an athlete may call at
thai hour, it usually means no good.
Some agents (or their sJX>uses) may
have a policy to turn ofTthe phone
ringer at night. but they have to remember the overriding need to keep
the client happy. This agent kept the
ringer on, and woke to his client's very
disturbed wife. Her brother in law had
been arrested in rural North Carolina
for a OUT, and she needed the agent
to get him out. The agent had to keep
his client h"ppy, so aI2:00am on the
west coast had to find a bail bondsman
to post bail at 5:00 am on the east
coast. He did hisjob, made the
athlete's wife very happy, and still has
the client today. Another agent got a
call from an irate tennis tournament
organizer who complained that the
athlete trashcd their hotel room and

then disappeared. with theircomplimentary rental car. Tumsout the
tennis player didn't care for the
tourney organizer that much, and
decided to abandon the car somewhere in the Phoenix metropolitan area
before flying home. The agent had to
find the car or pay the organizer (in
addition to the money he would have
to pay for the
room damages).
Luckily forthis
agent he worked
fora large
corporate
agency, and had
an intern who he
sent to Phoenix
on a scavenger
hunt ofsorts.
The car was
found, money
was saved, and
the client was retained. The same
intern also had to open fan mail for the
agent's clients. Mail that included
things from love letters to autograph
requests, naked pictures to lingerie and
even (no joke) 2000 ORIGAMI
CRANES! (1000 means love, 2000
means find where the fan lives and file
a restraining order). These are just a
few examples of the lengths a lawyer
who decides to be an agent has to go
in order to succeed. This area of
sports law may hold the most potential
for financial gain and glory, but it also
comes with the most hours on the job
and truly demonstrates that one ofthe
most important things in law is client
service.

As salaries in sports
escalate so do the
stakes, and more is
required of an athlete's
representative.

(See next month/or info. and stories
about pro/essiol/al teams, professionalleagues, amateur sports and
the intangible natllre a/sports law.)
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Long Road to NYC Marathon
would have seen my loved one amid
chaos and unprecedented devistation?
Flashback to Saturday mornWatching the running of the
NYCM in 1995 inspired me to begin
ing opposite Grand Central Station no one had bothered to remove the
running marathons. There was something infectiousaboutlhe excitement,
''missing'' flyers from asmall bronze
energy and spirit of marathon day.
plaque standing about 3 feet tall, even
Over the last few years,l've seen
though nearly 2 months had passed. A
small shrine remained. The flowers
several major marathons (prague,
had long since withered away. Rain
Rome) and run the fastest US course
had caused the ink to run, and the sun
(Chicago, 1998), the most beautiful
had begun to fade the color photoUS course (Big Sur, 2000) and the
graphs. The candles had burned to the
most patriotic US course (Marine
end of their wicks. A few tattered flags
Corps, 1999). I always knew that I
would run in New York and it was a
offoreign countries had been taped to
race I had been looking forward to
his makeshift shrine serving as a
reminder of the loss of the day's event.
for several years. The race, themed
"United We Run" was dedicated to
As I walked past this small
shrine, I was greeted by a wall of
the victims of the tragic events of
September II, and to the courageous runners, thousands of runners, parading down 42nd street. For a moment I
rescuers who worked tirelessly to
save lives and rebuild New York.
wondered if! had missed the race but it was a fun run for all of the
sllOnly after 1he sian of1he me Oil November 4, 2001
Deciding to train for and run
international runners. Thousands of
the NYCM as a I L was a big decipoint on Staten Island. Although the
an hour to run the first 2 miles of the
international runners filled the streets,
race didn't start until 10:50 am., the
sion. I trained as well as could be
race. I took comfort in the masses of
expected considering the demands on carrying flags of their own nations and
runners had to be on Staten Island by
people surrounding me on the bridge.
US flags. Many chanted "U-S-A" as
a first year's life. At times I planned
8 a.m. to avoid the bridge closure.
Oneofthe most memorable
they ran the streets of Manhattan early The bridge was closed 2 hours earlier moments from the race was coming
on not running the race. But after the
tragic events of September II, I
that morning. I was impressed by the
than nonnal years for security purdown off the bridge to run pasta row
nwnbcrofforeign runners who came
decided that I could not back out of
poses. The charter buses were set up of police officers and firefighters
to participate in the race "where the
across the entry to the bridge, blockthe race. r had to face my fears of
standing in full dress unifonn at alienworld runs" despite the circumstances. ing access in case a terrorist might try
flying, ofbeing in Manhattan, of
tion at end of bridge , guarding the on
There was a tremendous contrast
running a major race with 30,000+
to run through the police blockade.
ramp to the bridge. As the race went
between the vitality of the runners and
We were all checked and doubleon, police officers and firemen had a
people across several vulnerable
checked for race numbers and our
tremendous influence on runners and
bridges and past historical landmarks. the cold reality of the tragedies that
had befallen Manhananites.
clear plastic gear backs were checked spectators alike. Runners cheered as
As I exited the airport bus
Later that
as we entered the staging area.
upon my arrival
they passed firehouses and firetrucks
The
race,
themed
"United
day,
I
visited
in Manhattan at
blocking intersections. Many runners
As we sat around Fort
ground zero. The
Wadsworth for almost 3 hours until
42md Street near
ran with names and photos of fireWe Run" was dedicated
devastation was
Grand Central
the race began, the fear and wonder
fighters lost in the wrc on their shins.
to the victims of the
exactly as I had
aspect of the marathon began to set in.
The race took us through
Station,I flashed
tragic events of Septemimagined. The
I dreaded running over the Verazanno every borough - everything from the
back to September 11, and to the couraremains of the
Bridge, even though there was a
Mennonite neighborhood in Brooklyn
ber II. Istayed
geous rescuers wbo
rumor among the waiting runners that
WTC seemed to
down Musewn Rowand through
glued 10 the tv
worked tirelessly to save
stand suspended in a Navy submarine and Navy Seals
Harlem. Since I was not in true race
almost all day.
lurked underwater, working to prevent shape, I decided to have a good time
Notwithstanding
lives and rebuild New York. time. What I saw
of the site, over the a terrorist attack. For a couple of
and enjoy the day. I stopped to listen
the initial shock
high fence and police barricades,
hours before the race began, helicopof the immensity of the disaster
to bands perform and got high fives
from spectators along the way. One of
subsided, the lasting impression in my seemed peaceful and still. Dozensof
ters soared overhead and snipers
people surrounded the site; many were located on top of the bridge towers
the great thrills of the NYCM is
mind of the wrc tragedy is one of
crying, and others wore American nags scanned the area for trouble. All
people searching for their loved ones
running down First Avenue, a wide
boulevard, past people lined up 15
with flyers and posters taped on walls, on their caps or shirts. Although I had shipping traffic was kept off the bay.
After
a
short
speech
from
deep on the sidewalks. Throughout the
fences, lightposts and traffic barriers.
noticed the absence of the twin towers
race, the amazing crowd support
from the Manhattan skyline as I came
MayorGiuJiani and the singing of the
These despernte messages of hope
cheered on runners as they passed.
into town earlier that day, the reality of national anthem, over 30,000 runners
seemed ridiculous at the time in light
started running to the sounds of"New The more seasoned runners wear their
the magnitude of the loss did not sink
ofthedevistation. Watching the
names on their shirts so that spectators
York. New York"blaringoverthe
events unfold from the opposite coast, in until I went to the inunediate area.
The cleanup and reconstruction of that loudspeakers. I started off toward the can callout their names as they pass.
I was amazed to see New Yorkers
back ofthe crowd so that I would be
areawilItakeyears.
As I finished the race in
hope against hope that they would
Race Day started out with
able to see the Mayor speak and the
Central Park, with both knees hurting
find their loved ones. I wondered
most runners boarding hundreds of
elite runners start. It took me 15
haw I would react in such a situation.
and blisters on my feet, I decided that
this would be my last marathon. I'm
chartered buses downtown at 6:30
minutes to cross the starting line from
Would I, too, post "missing" signs
glad I saved the best for last.
the back of the pack, and over ahalf
around the city in hopes that someone a.m. for the shan ride to the starting

br Deborah Hale. I L
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Commentary
A Musing C0l1mLl!t~trent

&y Art Macamber. 2L

J awoke from a dream into a
nighttnarelheothernight. Let me tell
you about the dream fll'St
I woke up with a start and
reachedformyglasses. Thcyfelt
different, and when I peered through
them, lhe images were somewhat misty
and ill-defined. Acandlesaton the table
and therewasanoldergentleman sitting
overadocument, featherpcn in handskree, skrce, skrec across the pagc.
"Ah, you have awoken," he
said.
"Who are you," I replied,
"AndwhatareyoudoinginmykitchcnT
"Since you have been carrying the U.s. Constitution in your satchel
from thebeginningonawschool,r
thought r would drop by and answer any
questions you may have about it. My
name is James Madison," he stated,
most eloquently and not without humor
atlhesightofmy bulgingand unbelieving
eyes.
"Okay, answer this," r replied,
"Why do my Constitutional Law courses
ignore significant portions ofthe Constitution? Forexamplc, there is notlling
about the 2nd, 3rd, 9th, lOth, 12th,
16th, 17th, 18th,20th,
21st, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 26th and 27th
Amendments,onlyminorcases on
the 19th, 24th, aJld scant review of the
first two Artieles."
Mr. Madison stated, "I
cannot speak to why your school ignores
those provisions, except to note that thcy
do so at their own peril and at great peril
to the RepUblic. As for the 13th through
the 25th Amendments, because I had
nothing to do with them Jam unableto
tellyouthcirsignificance. However,lam
able to speak 10 the first ten."
And Mr. Madison proceeded
to tell methe following: ''Priorto ratification, anAntifederaIist faction had
concerns aboul the protection ofindividual liberty, Since the avernge person
in 1789 had a sixth grade education, we
decided tocreate Amendments that
would be easy to understand and
naturally foJloweach other as bulwarks
ofthe natural rights offrcccitizens and
thWhberty.

mlsunderstanding, in 1789 we defined the

byEmm,uS,I,,,,
'

2L~~~2hi~' the Nail

fll'St Amendment ~omsofspeec~:
press,assembly, rehglon and thepebtIon

A Roof Garden Atop the 200 Building
It's no secret that Hastings does not have the most picturesque campus
in town. You've heard it before: "We're urban. We're hip." Yeah, whatever,.
rights. Aperson had property m thru
we're in the Tenderloin. Get ready to forget all of that because Hastings may
speech and co.nduct, and to defend those soon have a new place to relax, study, hold social fun~tions, an~ h.~g out.
fimdamental nghts we created the 2nd
The University is currently detennining the cost and feasibility con~endt~ent. lfthe govemment became structing a roof garden on campus. After considering factors such as n~lse,
so mtrusl~eas to IX"st guards or person- views, and space, design consultants determined that the ~uthern po~lOn of the
roofofthe200building is the best location. The garden.Wlll be approximately
ne! atone shome, :-e created the 3rd
3900 square feet and will be accessible via an elevator m the southeast comer of
Amendment. The Idea was to keep
federalIX"werconstrained.lcan'tfigure the library.
out what part of"Consn:ss sh~1 makeno
The feasibility report, delivered to the Hastings' Board in March 2~,

forredressofgrievancesasp~pert~

0:

law ... "that yourgeneratLon fails to
Wlderstand.
.. .
Contmumg, ifthegovemmcnt
wanted to get into your home to search, ~
created the 4th Amendment. Afierthat, If
th~ did find evidenceof some alleged
cnme, the 5~Am~enl would protect
the.accused ill co~ WIth the 6th guaranteemg aspcedy tnal. Of co~, the..
7th Amendment guarantecdaJUI)'tnal ill
most cases, an~ ~e 8th ~~ent, if
one should beJaJled, prohibltedcrue! and
Wlusual punishment. The 9th and 10th
Amendments were meant t~ apply as
capstones to show that any nghts not
included in the first eight were
presumed to be beyond the reach of the
federal power.
As you sec, the Amendments
are in acertain purposeful ord.er. The
rights guaranteed accrue; that IS, an

Am~ent'smeaningisdependentupon

thenghts guarnnteedbytheAmendments
~fore and after it. This is why succeedmggenerntions.' attempts to fill the I st
Amendment Wlm all the baggageof.the
rightsoffreecitizens, and byexclu~gor
ignoring the others, has led to a lopsided
jurisprudence. By thcwa:" you have too
many clothes on the rack.
,·What?"I exclaimed.
Mr. Madi~n~ed, "You.
have stuffed the ConstitutiOnal closet With
so muchjunk that you have almost
entirely superceded the authority ~ddua1
sovereignty of the States, in addi~on.to
making lhestructureoflhe~tullon
carry too much OfyOurSOCletaJ problems.
You deprive people of their right to solve
the problems ofthe Republic.

concluded that the garden project is "feasible from an architectural and engmeer-

ing perspective" and would be a "desirable outdoor area for student ~e." RTN
has viewed the preliminary plans and schematics for the garden and thinks the
idea is a good one.
The consulting team recommended developing a "detailed design" and
obtaining the necessary pennits as the next steps. However, because the garden
will cost approximately $767,000, it is not clear whether the Board will be able
to fund this project, especially given the school's other priority projects (Tower
upgrade, New Parking Structure, 200 McAllister upgrades, etc.). Nevertheless,
the garden seems like a fantastic idea. We will have to wait and see what happens.
Ofcourse, any alunmi looking to part with a million bucks should feel
free to contact the Hastings Board. We're pretty sure they'll let you put your
name on the garden gates.

Hastings Changes It's Residency Policy
, . .
As many of you may know, Hastings' strict, three-yearresldency policy I
pretty rough on the pocketbooks of non-native Californians Unlike other Califor
rna umverslhes where the residency reqUirement IS one year, Hastmgs histoncall
reqUired students to show residency for three years Well, there IS good news fo
the non-natives Hastmgs has shortened the residency reqUirement to one year Th
new policy will takeefTect in Fall 2002.
Undcr the amended requirement, out.of.state students need only sho
they have been financially independent in the State of Cali fomi a for one year. Natu
rally, a student seeking resident status may also have to produce her parents' ~
retums (in addition to her individual returns), in order to prove she is not bern
claimed as a dependent outside the state.
According to David Seward, Chief Financial Officer of Hastings, the Uni
versity will lose approximately $700,000 in out-of-state tuition when the newp?lic
is implemented. However, Seward stated that Hastings made the change In aJ
effort to make the schoo l more competitive (i.e. more attractive to out ofstat
candidates) with the other law schools in the area. Hastings has requested an aug
mentation of almost $700,000 from the State of Cali fomi a to offset the loss 0
revenue.
One 2L, after hearing about the new residency policy, told RTN, "It'
about (expletive) time," noting that he would have saved a bundle ifit was imple
mentcd when he entered. The change means that out of state students in the Clas
of2005 will save around $30,000 over their three years here. RTN's hearts go ou
to those 3Ls that won't benefit from this change.

With that, you have lost the
.Correction: Last month RTN incorrectly labeled Dean Kane, "Dean ofStuwhole idea." And, at that, I awoke to the dents." Kane's official titles are "Dean" and "Chancellor." Shame on us.
nightmare.
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Arts & Entertainment
The Search Continues Through New Year's Eve
by Brooke Goolsby. 2L

The Search for Signs of
Imelligelll Life III the Ulliverse,
written by Jane Wagner and starring
LilyTamlin, came to San Francisco in
September for a short run, but has
been extended tV"ice- this time
through New Year's Eve. nleSearch
debuted on Broadway in 1985 to
critical and commercial success.
Wagnereamed the rarely given
Special Award from the New York
Drama Critics' Circle and Tomlin won
a Tony Award for Best Actress. Last
year, Wagner and Tomlin revived the
one-woman show in Princeton and
New York before coming to San
Francisco.
nle Search is not a typical
play; it features one woman as a
collection ofcharacters whose stories
are interwoven in wlpredictable ways.
The narrator throughout is a homeless
woman named Trudy, who conulllmicates with aliens and sticks post-it
notes all over her body to catalogue
the human condition for her "space
chums." Trudy has eschewed reality as
a lifestyle she finds too confining and
instead opines that her mind has not

"Taste"

byAlexSood.2L

WHERE YOU'RE EATING:
Orshould I say, "Where
you're not eating." Or at least where
you shouldn't eat. Taste has put itself
at the mercy oflocal establishments to
see what local chefs, waiters and busstaffareuptothesedays. And frankly,
some places can simply ruin your night.
As students we have precious little time
and few resources. If you take the time
and effort to go out, you do not want to
be disappointed. Surly waiters, inept
prep-cooks or lazy chefs can all add up
to a ruined evening. So let Taste steer
you c1earofthespots Ihat will dojust

...,

Kuleto's
Allright. .. arriving on time for
seating promised at 7:30, we are
shuttled into theopen dinning room,
located in the mezzanine of the hotel

snapped; instead, it is ''just trying to
stretch itself into a new shape." And
her opinions do not stop at the state of
her own mind: "lfevolution was worth

its salt," she muses, "by now it
should've evolved into something
better than survival of the fittest. A
better idea would be survival of the

lobby. Not an ideal place to be eating,
with tourists and hotel guests traipsing
past on the other side of an awkward
glass partition. Not only are we
standing in this, the worst oflocations,
but we are asked to wait until a table
opens. lnaddition, wearewaitingin
the middle of this exposed, quasi -lobby,
dining area. People are unhappy that
we are standing next to them, and we
are equally unhappy being next to them
while they eat. Finally we are seated.
The menu appears. It is the predictable, banal, CaVltaVFrench fairthat
pervades mediocre restaurants throughout SF and indeed throughout California Nothingnew. Nothingexciting.
Nothing innovative. As a fust course,
an Arugula-Gorgonwla salad with aged
balsamic vinegar and figs is ordered, as
is a Prociutto with Pannigiano Reggiano
and field greens. The arugula salad
anives with the wrong dressing. It
comes with a honey truffie vinaigrette-

lemble. The Honey, Arugula and
Gorgonwla, in combination produce a
foul aroma, which is noticeable from a
foot away. It is made clear to the
waitcrthat something has gone awry.
With apologies, he orders another from
the kitchen. Twenty minutes later it
arrives. THE SAME PROBLEM.
The waiter, once found, is ap:>logetic
and orders the salad forthe third time.
Finally it arrives. It was not worth the
wait-not at all. Thecheesewasoff,
the Arugala wilted and the figs overcooked. With baited breath we
awaited the main COUfSC. One of the
main courses was a rib eye steak predictably overcooked. Ordered rare,
it arrived dry. Vegetableaccompaniments were overcooked, limp and
soggy. The other entree, a braised
lamb special, had a myriad of problems
too elaborate to go into. It came with
an olive tempanade. Whose brilliant
paring was this? The acrid olive flavors

wittiest. At least that way the creatures
that didn't swvlve could've died

Iaughing."
Othercharacters include
Angus Angst, a troubled teenager with
a predilection for performance art;
Kate, a high society matron who finds
new reason to live in an abandoned
suicide nole; two prostitutes picked up
by a reporterina taxi; and Lyn, Edie
and Marge, three women wirming and
losing battles in the feminist movement.
Tomlin plays all of these characters,
and six others as well.
Tomlin has so much energy
throughout the play that it's hard to
believe she is sixty-two. At one point,
she actually carries on a dialogue while
mimicking an aerobics class. She
switches characters seamlessly, moving
from a homeless woman to a macho
man to teenager to grandparents
without missing a beat. It is truly
amazing, not mention a little exhausting, to watch.
The only drawback to the
show is that r found the humor and
references to be a little bit before my
time, despite Wagner's tinkering to

See Search ................. Page 9
completely camouflaged thedelicate
flavor of the Iamb. Anidiotic pairing,
probably the result of the same culinary
icon who thought that honeyed-trufile
vinaigrette would go well with Arugala
and Gorgonzola. Dessert: a coffee and
vanilla Creme Brule, which was sent
back after one bite. This was simply an
awful experience from start to finish.
Enough said. Bottom line - stay clear
of this place. Saving grace- A 1999
Ridge, LyttonSprings,Zinfandel. A
tremendous fruit-forward wine, burning
with lush red-berries. The Zin had the
usual zingy feel you expect form this
grape. The Lytton Springs gives way to
fairly polished, acidic finish with barely a
linger. Great and reasonably priced.
Gary Danko
Yup, that's right, Gary Danko.
NooN I know that this is lauded as one
of the top bay area restaurants - but it's

See Taste ................. Page 9
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Search ................ From Page 8 Taste .................. From Page 8
bring the play up to date by referencing laptops and Ritalin. Afterthe first
10 minutes, I knew that I was missing
something when everyone was laughing uncontrollably except for me and
myself. EvetyOnewas literally busting
up. Blame it on the generation gap, but
if you are under thirty-five and it isn't
cynical, it isn't that fwmy.
As I was about to dismiss the
playas too old for me, I realized my
strongest and best memory of Lily
Tomlin was from ''Nine to Five,"the
early eighties tribute to the
workingwoman, which I saw when I
was around eight ye~ old. As I
remembered the movie, I decided that
there was hope that humor could
transcend generations. And when the
second act started, I was glad I had
kept an open mind. The first act was a
loose jumble ofcharacters that, while
portrayed flawlessly by Tomlin, are
disconnected. But where the first act
confuses, the second act coalesces.
The second act revolves
around L)'TI and her evolution from
feminist freedom fighter to lesbian to
corporate woman to super mom to
divorcee. Lyn's story, entwined with
those of her friends Edie and Marge, is
poignant, funny and honest. It is an
accessible SillVeyofthe feminist
movement's successes and failures,
which even a person born after the
major battles of feminism can appreciate.
Before, during, and after this
social commentary, Wagner somehow
finds a way to do the impossible: bring
together her disjointed family of
characters. For example, we find that
the character named Paul, who ranted
in a gym locker room in the first act, is
connected with a lesbian couple and
their violin prodigy. And in a particularly genius scene, the two prostitutes
in the taxi bring together Trudy, Agnus,
a gay hairdresser, and the socialite
Kate on a rainy New York night. It is
understandable why after fifteen years,
The Search is still breaking box office
records and earning rave reviews.
The Search plays through
December 31, 200 I at Theatre on the
Square, 450 Post St., San Francisco.
Although there are no student discounts, I highly recommend treating
yourselfforthe holidays or to a postexam reward. Tickets cost between
$35 and $50. Call 415.433.9500 or
visit www.TheatreonthcSguare.com
for infonnation on perfonnances and
10 order tickets.

not. This place isno longer on par with
any of the others in its class. It would

seem as though Gary is resting on his
laurels. At the prices you will encounter
here: 55,65,75 respectively fora 3, 4,
or 5 course meal, you will bedisappointed. These prices are theonly
options, as items are not priced individually. The meal starts with the usual
pretentious '~ust a moment sir ... we'll
see if we can accommodate you."
Meanwhile you have just spoken to the
Maitre'D on the phone, and he has
assigned you a table. That being
looked after, you are seated in an
unimpressive room, surrounded by
unimpressivepeople(on this night
Hastings allum Willie Brown). There
was no care in preparation at this
restaurant. Foods were served quickly
and without attention. Let's take the
quail dish forinstance: It was stuffed
with what seemed to be Stove-top and
was so over-cooked that I was unsure
who was more parched, the quail or
myself. Aduckbreastdishwas
similarly unimpressive. Laced with an
o:xId spice infusion, perhaps cinnamon
or cardamom, the otherv.rise pleasant
bird was lcft searching for a flavor
direction. The spice coating, surrounded by a loganbeny sauce that was
jammy and tart, produced such an odd
combination that the duck was struck
byaflavoridentitycrisis. "Amla
savory roast duck? Or am I a Thanksgiving turkey smothered in cranberry
jam'!' Moving on, the wine list was
ridiculous. Although there are some
stand outs and a few gems by the glass,
many wines are from off years, and
others are overpriced-a Margaux at
400percent markup from retail for
instance. Even worse, several of the
wines on the wine list were deemed "a
littleyoung."byGary Danko's own
staff. If a restaurant has purchased
wines that require bottle aging and are
not yet ready ro drink - do not put
them on your wine list. Itwillbe
annoying for those who know and
disappointing for those who don't.
Plus, it tumsanotherwisesimple wine
list into a 50-page manuscript. Bottom
line: There really is no reason to eat
here. San Francisco has so many other
restaurants at this level, that this place
isn'tworththevisit. Saving Grace:
An appetizer comprised ofone of the
heftiest slabsoffoie gras I have ever
seen. The outside was perfectly
seared. The inside, fleshy and warm,
was bursting with the smooth richness
that attracts one to tlus dish.

WHAT YOU'RE PRINKING
With winter upon us, and the
holiday season fast approaching, why
not consider a dessert wine? Dessert
wines are special for they are as much a
collectable as the big named Bordeaux.
They are great drinking wines, with
uniquecharacteristics.
IceWine
This is one remarkable style of
wine. Grapes are left on the vine into
the fall frost and are allowed to freeze
before they are harvested. Once frozen
the sug~ concentrate, as do the
flavors, and these concentrations are left
intact in the finished product.
The best makers of this wine,
although produced in several countries,
are from Canada. The Canadian Ice
Wines exemplify the types of flavors
and aromas of this style. The bottlings
are made from white grapes, usuaJ[ y
Riesling or another high sugar grape,
but Sauvignon Blanc and a few others
can be used. The wine ends up being
some\Yhere between a straw and
copper color. The Aromas on the nose
arestunning. Amplebutterand toffee
scents fill out a slightly tropical aroma
The flavors tend to be lush fruits, some
pineapple, Lychee orother exotics.
Theattack is full and lush with intense
sweetness. Thethingthatmakesthese
wines so unique is the mouthfeel. These
are luscious, opulent \vines with tremendous viscous finishes. Look for
Inniskillin Niagara PeninsulalceWine,
or for the besl, Cave Spring, Riesling
lceWineNiagaraPeninsula(the 1997
was 95 points on blind tasting).
Late Harvest
These wines aretaken from the
vine at the last possible moment, right
before they start to rot. Thishanresting practice, much like the frost used in
Ice Wine, intensifies the flavors and
raises the sugar level of the grape.
Once again the grapes used tend to be
Riesling, althoughSauvignon and
Viogniercan be fOlUld. The wines tend
to be a mediwn yellow-straw color,
although they can get 10 acopper
shade. Much like the IceWines, the
aromas are exotic, although they lend
towards the fruits rather than the butter
and toffee scents. Frequently the
predominant scent is Lychee, or Logan
fruit with Pineapple or Apricot traces
leaping from the glass. The wines carry
a rich, honeymouthfeel yet remain finn
fi'omacidity. When these wines are at
their best, il is like drinking a honeycoated fruit. When they are not so
good - the scents and flavors seem
more over-ripe than plcasant. !t is a
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delicate balance between intensifying
the flavors and literally rotting the fruit
flavors. ManyoftheCaJiforniansare
good but look for the Chateau St. Jean
Johannesburg Riesling or Belle Terre
Vineyards, Special Select Late Harvest,
AlexanderValley. Theseareamongthe
best available. Seek out the 1997
vintage. This year was fantastic. It
tastes simply like ripe peaches and
honey. It is generous, thick and rich
and has a lingering fruit palate. This was
a blockbuster. A helpful hint: avoid the
1998 vintage. The fruits are far too ripe
and the lychee is to pronoWlced.
Royal Tokaji
This is the one drinkable wine
that comes out of Hungary. !tis
steeped in tradition and has a wonderful
history involving the Russian Czars.
The grapes are hanrested late to give
them a semi-dried character, again
intensifying the flavors on the fruit The
fruit is thus affected by Botrytis cinerea
or "noble rot." The process for extractionoftheRoyalTokaji is extremely
unique. The grapes are placed in a
wood vat and the intense fruit juice
collecls at the bottom. Forevery50
pounds of the Azsu grape used, there is
a yield ofY. of a pint. This juice is so
high in sugar that special yeast must be
used to ferment it. Traditionally, it took
decades in barrels to reach a high
enough alcohol content to satisfy the
drinker. ~oughlylOyearsforeveryl2pereent. The modem process has
reduced the time needed to about 5-10
ye~ to reach 10-13 percent alcohol.
This tradition makes the wine highly
prized. The Czar of Russi a used to
maintain detachments ofCossacks
simply to ensure the safe travel of the
Royal Tokaji from HungarytoSt.
Petersburg. It should be noted that the
wine is incredibly long lived. Under the
old process the wine could keep for at
least 300 years. Recently, Tokaji from
1606 was sold al auction. It is unknown how the modem production
changes will affect the longevity. The
wine itselfis a copper colored, pink or
red hued wine. It often has the color of
a great cognac. The \vines have
stunning richnessoffiujt and show
remarkable complexity from the
Botryris. The nose is a strong crushed
rose petal scent with lingering petrols,
minerality and forestorother"naturals."
The flavors themselves tend to be a
balance offloraIs with pcars ortart
apples and flavors oflemon or other
citrus zestson the finish. Theyare
tougherlo find but well worth it. Enjoy
and happy holidays.
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Let it Rain, Let it Rain, Let it Rain .

byAaronJ Svbaskl.lL

As Novembertums to December, thelifeof a Hastings law student
tmd~manychanges. Finalsbegin.
Holiday travel p1ansaremade. UmbreUas
become a pennanent accessory. Ycs, the
rainy San Franciscowinter ha<> begun. In
my opinion, Calcutta during monsoon
season has nothing on the Bay Area from
DecemberthroughFebruaJ)'. Two years
ago, it rained on twenty-six of the days in
February. Forthose of us not originally
from here(orCa\cutta), three plus months
Ofswitrulling toc\assescan bea real pain
in theass. However, thatdoesn'thavcto
be the case. Here's a secret Jdiscovered
three years ago, a secret that has changed
my perspective on life in the Bay Area
during poncho season. Oneword:
TAIIOE.
Eversince I discovered the
therapeutic benefits ofa four-hour drive to
the Sierras, I welcome the coming ofthe
rains. Nomore gray mood to accompany
the gray skies. Instead when I see the sly
smileon the weathennan' s face when he
arutOWlCeS flash flood warnings forthe
noriliemhalfofthestate, I realizehe's
thinking what I anl, that thepowderis
going to be measured in feet, not ioches.
Ruin apairof shoeswalking to class?
Who cares, fresh powder! Break an
wnbrel!a orm'O because ofgale force
windswhippingdownMcAllistcr?Who
cares, fresh powder! Slip and break an
ankle getting offthe bus? Who cares,
fresh powder for the coordinated portion
ofthe population! You get thepoinl. Bay
Area winters do not have to bedull and
gloomy. Lawschool classes, though,often
dohavetobedullandgloomy.lt'scasy
to go postal if you don't stop and take a
break fromthegloom. Toassist you in
your quest for monsoon season happiness, the Law News has an casy step by
step guide to get you started andon the
waytowelcoming therains.
Step One- Pick an activity.
There are many ways topass the
timeup in Tahoe.lfyoudeddenot to
snowboard, you can be lame by skiing,
snowshoeing, cross COlUlty skiing, or
sledding. (ActualJysleddingcan befim
given the right state ofdrunkenness.) If
you havenevertried anyofthese, or have
tried them but not thatoften, such inexperience should not stop you /Tom enjoying
YoUISeI£. Thousands ofpeoplcaday are
learning what best suits their fancy, and
firxlinganewlifeionghobby. Plus, tlle
resortsoffcrprofessionallessons to help
get you started. (Often taught byex-

lawyersandex-lawstudents
who grew tired ofcite checking.)lhighlyoovisetakingeither
a group or private lesson ifyou
are a begirmer. You should not
be embarrassed at your lack of
skill. Youwillbeswprisedthat
mostofthepcople getting
lessonsareold enough to
rcmemberwhen Saturday Night
Livewasactually tim to watch.
If you areaccomplished at one
activity,bUlboredwith it, try
another. I know many people
who never thought about
snowboarding, snowshoeing, or
cross-COlUltryskiing,butnow
can 'tget enough. TIle point is,
no mattcrwhat your skillleve\ or
personal taste there is a winter
activity for you up in Tahoe.
Step Two- Pick a location.

I have been referring to Talloe in
the singular, but it isreallyfourdistinCt
areas: TruckooDonner, Statelillellncline,
TahoeCity, and South Lake. (Fora great
map go to ..www.laketahoeca.m.com.)
Eachareahasitsowndistinctvibe. Your
choiceofactivity,yourbudget, the length
ofyourtrip, arK! your nightli fe intcrcs1 will
dictate where you should stay. (Ifyou plan
on staying at a friend's place, proceed to
Step Three.) Everyone has thcirprcferences, but you reallycannol go wrong
with any ofthe four areas.
TruckcelDonner
This is the area closest to the Bay
Area. so it the best fordaytrips,orfor
those worried about traffic coming home
on SlUldaynights. TruckcelDolmeris
home to six ski mowltainsjustolfl-80:
Boreal, Soda Springs, Sugar Bowl, Royal
Gorge, Donner Ski Ranch, and Tahoe
Donner Downhil!. Boreal and Soda
SpringsareverysmallmolUltains \vith less
than 400 acresoftcrrain. However, Soda
Springs isoneofthe fewmowltains with a
dedicated sledding area Duetotheir lack
of terrain thepriccoftheirlift tickets is
cheaper than the larger mountains ($34
each fora full dayadultticket). Sugar
Bowl is thebestofthesix mountains in the
Truckee/Donncrarca It covers 1500
acres and has 84 runs. Walt Disney was
one ofthe original developers and one of
themolUltainshearshisname. Sugar
Bowl isn't akiddieplaccthough. Only
171% of the trails are designated beginner,
so Sugar Bowl is generally forthelllore
experiencedskierorboarder. Lifttickets
arethc going rate formostlllOlmtains, $54
for anadult. Royal Gorgeisconnected to
SugarBowlandisNorthAmerica's

One more air at the end ofadi}'

In

the Tahoe Backcountry. Photo by Dave Celeste

largest croSS-country ski resort. It has
over9000 acresofwildemess and over
9Otrails. Trailsare for both expcrts and
beginners, and snowshoers arewelcome.
Theresortgets its name fromthe4417foot gorge that is omimits to anyone not
wanting to die. Thelast twomOLmtains in
the area (Donner Ski Ranch and Tahoe
Donner Downhill)aretiny.l knownoone
who has ever gone to either, and I can't
believe I wasted two sentences mentioningthenl.
The scene at T ruckcclDonner is
mainly locals and Bay Area families with
vacation homes. Therearevery few
hotels or motels compared to the other
areas. Old TO\\11 Truckee is aquaint little
area with only a few restaurantsand bars.
There arc some good places to hang out
(try the American Bar), but ifyol/ate
looking for great restaurants or a happeningnightlife,youwon't find ithcrc. Little
known fact - Truckee is home to the
world'sworst Mex.ican restaurant! It's
next to the shadymotcl on Donner Pass
Road.llowevcr, thisisbyfarthemost
rclaxedoftheareas.lfyou \\'antasmall
ski town, Old Town Truckceisasclose
as it gets in Tahoe.
S!aleiiooiJnclinc
At thcoorderbctween California
and Nevada sit brightly lit casinos that
seem out of place in theothcnvisequiet
northeastem part ofthe lake. Thisarea is
home to three ski areas: Northstarat
Tahoe, Mt. Rose, and Diamond Peak.
The last ofthese is the smallest Diamond
Peakhasonly655 skiable acres, but lift
ticketsareonlyS4l. Me Rosehasovcr
1000 skiablcacrcs, 30%ofwhich are for
beginners. Lift tickets are relatively cheap,
at only S45 for an adult. Northstaristhe

biggest and best of the Stateline resorts. It
has almost 2500 acres and over 65 trails.
It boasts bothaslcdding hin and trails for
cross-country and snowshoeing.
Northstar's location may bethe most
convenient Jt'scquadistant from Truckee
!Donner, SlDlelincllnclinc, and Tahoe City,
so you can stay in anyofthe areas.
StatelindIncline has plenty of
hotel rooms ifyou don't mind staying in a
casino or roadside motel. TIle casinos
dominatethcnightlifeherc, but thcrcarc
plenty ofsmall restauranlS and dive bars
along Route 28. My favorite is a place
caHedSpindleshanks(notajoke). The
restaurant got its name from the nickname
theowner'ssonhadgrowingup.ltis
pricey, but the food and wine list are
worth it. Ifyou want to spend someof
thai hard earned government loan money
at the tables you have plenty ofchoices.
The Stltelinecasinos are small and cheap.
So if you have luck likemincyoucan
extend yourmiscry for longer than is
possible in either South Lakeor Reno.
TahocCity
TahoeCityalsosits alongthe
north shore of the lake.ltisaboutahalf
an hourdrive south along Route 89 from
1-80. It is home to five ski areas: Tahoe
XC Cross-COW1try Ski Area,
Homewood, Alpine Mcadows, Squaw
Valley, and Grnn1ibakken (no wasted
sentences this time). TahocXCcovers
3500 acres forcross-coW1try skiers or
snowshoers and is j us! over 1\\/0 miles
from TahoeCity. Homewood is small but
inmyopinionthebestdcalinTahoe.lt
has only 1260acresand56mostly
intemtediatel1ll1S, bm lift tickctsareonly
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levels. Ifyou would rather let gravity do
thework, you can ononeofHeavenly's
S42iOOthereareneverlonglift lines.
4800(!)acrcs. Heavenlyis huge, ridicuPlus. Homev.tood haswhat many conlously huge. It is in bothstatcsand
sidcrthebesttreeskiingaround,and
dominates the South Lake ski scene.
aboost evaynmhasan-.azingviewssince What thaI. means is that you should be
It is loca1ed just across Route 89 60m the
prepared to wait in line for a long time
lake. Homev.toodisnot forbeginncrs
behindaninterestingmixofpoople.
though because it only has a couple of
Heavenly is frequented by celebrities
~green nUlS. On theotherhand,
(Sonny Bonodied there) as wcll asmen
Alpine Meadows docs have greal
who Iiketo ski injean shortsand wife
beginnerruns as well as greal advanced
beaters (not ajoke, I have pictures).
runs. especially once the backside opens Adult tickets are$52 fora full day. II has
in late January. It has 2000 acres and over incrcdiblydiverselerrain (duh! 4800
lOOnms; tickets are $54. Alpine is very
acres!), bUI I would nol board here if!
popularso be prepared to wail in long lift
wanted to challenge myselfin South Lake.
lines and be sure 10 show up before I 0;00 Ifyou arc looking for achallenge, go to
am duringpeak season or you will haveto Kirkwood.. It isa halfan hour south of
park: down by Route 89 and could have a South Lake Tahoe. but is routinelyrated
long wait forthe shunle 10 take you up to
the best mountain in Tahoe. Only 15%of
ttx:mountain.JustnorthofAlpineis ....'Orld themountainisdesignatedforbeginners,
fanXlUSSquaW Valley. Squawhosted the
and what Kirkwood. considers inlennediOlympics in I 960 and remiods youofthat ale many mountains rnteas expert. It also
constantly. ManypooplehateSquaw
has some greal cross-countyand snowbecauseil is full ofyuppies from San
shoe trails. Liftticketsare$52,bul
Francisco. (As Bay Area law students,
sludents under 25 can get a season pass
we fit right in) Ifyoudon'tmind the scene for$I99. Manypeopleyou askwill say
you can enjoy the over 4000 acres and
that ifKirkwood. weren't in themiddleof
over 100 runs that once had Olympians
nowhere. theywouldn 't go anywhere
bombing down than Thelift lines at
else. That is part of the beauty of
Squaw can be long unless you can handle Kirkwood though-itdoesn'tgettoo
expert level runs. Ifbumps and drops are crowded. Sierra-at-Tahoedoesn'tget
yourthing, the lines are minimal. Tickets
thaI crowded either, but that is because its
are$56 and Squaw hasplentyoftrails for trails arenotgoodenough to lure people
cross-country skiers and snowshoers.
;way from Heavenly's mediocrity like
The TahoeCitysceneis San
Kirkwood can. Sierra is 12 miles from
Francisco transferred 10 the Sierras.
South Lake, and has 2000 acres of
There is something for every taste.
lerrain. In an effort to make the mountain
Looking foranupscaleevening?Try
morcalluring, they are opening up a new
Plumpjock at Squaw, Bill Getty's Sierra
''mostdi..fficul~' area l'llresaveopinion
outpostoiOissucccssful SF eatery. On
until I check it out, bul formy $50, I
thecheaperside I highly recormnend The would rather hil Kirlcwood for a guaranBridgetender.It has great burgers, cheap
leed "most exceUruC time in South Lake.
pitchers ofbeer and two immense trees
The South lake scene is all casino
growinginthemiddleoftherestaurant.
all the time. There are good restaurants
Thereareplentyofbars al which to hang
and bars., but that is like going to Vegas
out ThemostpopularisusuallyPierce
just togolfand watch Sigfiiedand Roy
StreetAnnex, which will makeyou feel
molest a fev.toversized white cats. The
like you never left the Marina.. Lodging is
tables are more expensive than Stateline,
plentiful inTahoeCity. Therearcscoresof but thesccneismoreyoungand fun, and
condos and houses to renl for a weekend. theboozeis freewhileyou gamble. It isn't
There are also plenty otnolels and motels. rare 10 seeaceleb likeCharles Barkley
The cheap ones go quick, so unless you
hogging the karaoke ma::hine at one of
want to dish oul close to tw"O bills to •
the many casino bars. There are more
spend anightat The-Resort at Squaw
cheap molels in South Lake than any
Creek, make reservations in advance.
place else in Tahoe (See wifebeater quip,
~
supra). Thus, ifyou don'l plan on losing
lfyou reaIlywant to guarantee
your loan money gambling, you can do
yourselfaroom,gotoSouth Lake. It is
South Lakeon the cheap. Forthose not
home to massive casinos and an equally
wanting to woIT)' about driving, South
massivemOlmtain (Heavenly). South
Lake isalso home to an airport serviced
Lake is also home to Kirkwood and
byTahoeAir flights from San Jose.
SierraatTahoc,and isclosetothe
Step Three- Gel a place.
Spooner Lake Cross Country Ski Area
Once you know whal you are
Just fifteen minutes from South Lake,
going to do and where you are going to
Spooner has 9000 acres and trails for all
do it, you need to secure aplacc 10 crash.
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There arcplaces for any rangeofpricc or
time. The besl way to find a place is via
the web. Youcanuse"travekx:ity.com,"
or if you wanta local sile,
''tahocvacationguide.com''or
''tahoerentals.com.''Othenvise,youcan
find a friend whocitherhasa family place
up thcrcoraski lease. (A ski leaseisa
house or condo that a group ofpeople
renl forthe entire ski season.) Thecostof
a ski lease varies depending on size,
location and numbcrofpeople involved,
but ifyou fall in love with Tahoc like Idid,
it is worth every penny. Ifyour budget is
light you can also just tJkeadaytripto hit
the slopes. Thedrive isonlythreeto four
hoursdepending on weatheroonditions
and theweightofyourright fool
Step Four- Get some gear.
Thisstq>involvesoutfitting
yourself with theproper gear foryour
adventure. Ifyou do not have a parka or
ski pants don 'I wOIT)' (again, See
wifebcater,sllpra). Youcaneither
borrow clothes or make do with what
you have. If you don't have a board or
skis, you can renl them. I recommend
getting your gear up in Tahoe as opposed
10 the Bay Area. The shops in town tend
to have a better selection and be cheaper
than at the mountain rental shops. Rentals
vary from $15· $50 adaydependingon
what you wanl and need. I suggestrenting
or buying a helmet forthose just starting
outor1hose looking totrytreeskiing.
(See Sonny Bonosupra). Knowledge-
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ableex-Iawyer.;amex-Iawstudentsstaff
all thestoreson theirdayofffrom giving
lessons, and they are very helpful at setting
you upwith all the gear you need.
Now Get a Move On!
Now that you have your gear,
you are finallyset to enjoy the wondmof
Tahoe. As law students we are led to
believe that if we don't spcnd.420fthe
48 ooW"Sintheweekend studying weare
going to full behind. #&@'Io THAT! Life
istooshotttowoIT)' aboulmemorizing
theplaintiJI'smother'snameinsome
products liability case finm NC'N Jersey. (I
beli",e il wasMiklred.) Comethedreary
daysofBay Area winteritiseasyto limit
lifetotheGoldRoomandifyoureal.ly
want logetcrazy... Blockbuster. That
shouldn't bethecase. First years, you
should know by now that briefing is a
wasteoftimeandoomatteroowmuch
youstudyyou won't getan "A" Second
years, you have gonCT1 over the htunp and
""")'thmg;, WI "downhill" fium h<=
(lInin""tioMl,yrt"YlishdoubJe
entendre). Third yearn., Ihavenocluewhy
you don 'I live in Tame: full timeduring the
winter so you too can seethe light and
becomeaski instructor. Thewinterin the
Bay Area is gray and wet and it seems to
last forever. It doesn't have 10 bC that
way. Nowthatyouknowthesecretthat
puts asmileon the faceofthe local
wea1hennencomewinter,comejoinus
on theslopes. All together now... Let il
rain Let it rain. Lctitrain.

A map of Tahoe as seen from a satcllne WIth the four locauons supenmposcd
Photo cou"esy of Tahoe maps. com
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Parking ............. From Page 1
Thecwrent Hastings parking
lot, located at the corner of Golden
Gate Avenue and Larkin Street, has a
supposed 80-car capacity (the lot
actuaJly accommodates up to twice as
many automobiles after the vaJet's
daily double-parking routine). The
proposed structure will include eight
above-ground levels and possibly two
basement levels, and a parking capacity of approximately 875 spaces. This
number-reduced from an original
goaJ ofover 1,OOO-includes nearly
400 compact spaces. The parking
structure will rise ahulking 80 feet
above the street.
The Civic Center should
remain a viable option for students;
however the increased demand
mentioned above comes as a result of
the following figures: 700-900 new
employees in the new 525 Golden
Gate building (ofwhom only 140 will
receive on-site parking); 2,000-2,400
new employees in the 7th and Mission
federal building (161 on-site spaces);
and 100-120 new employees, plus an
estimated I,OOOdailyvisitors(noonsite parking) for the Asian Art museum. This could produce a need for
thousands more daily parking spaces.
Without a guaranteed spot in the
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Hastings structure, students, faculty
and stafTmay have to arrive before
8:00am to snatch a spot at the Civic
Center.
According to the current
schematic design, the ground floor of
the new parking structure will house
the Hastings bookstore, a coffee shop
for those who beat the 8:00 parking
crunch, and one small retail space.
The proposed new Hastings bookstore will occupy 2,500 square feeta nominal gain to accommodate the
inventory increase needed to serve
walk-in traffic and the general public,
with the potential to become a daytime
homeless "relief' center. One student
reported witnessing three different
people injecting intravenous drugs
within th~ one block ofGolden Gate
between Larkin and Hyde, the site of
the future parking structure.
Opposite the Ninth Circuit, a
mammoth, chic and modern federal
building, designed byThom Mayne's
Morphosis, may eventually cause the
surrounding south-of-Market neighborhood to improve in a manner
similar to the area around the Metreon.
If such achange occurs south of
Market, the school may benefit if the
gentrification trickles north toward the
Civic Center. Factor in the Asian Art

generate much more revenue than
Museum, another high profile project
designed by Gae Aulenti, and the new would affordable housing. After all, a
office tower at Golden Gate and Polk, chief objective of the lot is reportedly
10 generate revenue to fund the Tower
and the area in between just might
change. This would likely create more improvements. Clearly, it is more to
Hastings' advantage to ·'improve" the
need for retail space in the area. A
Tower with
parkingstrucWhile Seward maintains
revenue from a
tureisan
new Hastingsextremely safe
that the project is flexible
bet as a revloanparlcing
enue-generating in that more spaces may
garage than to
device.
construct
new
be allocated if the demand
In her
donnitories
from
Hastings
increases,
with undermemo to
Hastings stuground parking
he claims that the school
dents, Dean
on the same
does not wish to encourage site.
Kane answers
the common
Logic dictates
the Hastings community
challenge to the
that the addito change its mode of
parkingstructionalhousing
units planned
:~es:ht~eb~is transportation.
for the Tower
in dire need ofaffordable housing, it is will demand more parking spaces, but
irresponsible to instaJl more retail and
the allotment of these spaces has
parking spaces because that only
evidently been underplanned. While
exacerbates the current problem. That Seward maintains that the project is
is, when people need homes, adding
flexible in that more spaces may be
shops and parking is not an adequate
allocated if the demand from Hastings
solution. Dean Kane reported that the increases, he claims that the school
"economics do not allow for [afforddoes not wish to encourage the
able housing]" on the current parking
Hastings community to change its
lot or in the proposed parking strucmodeoftransportation. However, the
ture. It is true that the parking will
school will lose money on the spots
offered to students, faculty and staff.
Even if the school profits by offering
reduced rates to the Hastings community, it will profit a great deal more by
offering more space to the public.
The building will becomeone
of Hastings , four large structures. One
architectural rendering creates the
impression that the new parking
structure rises nearly two stories above
the200building. Regardless, the
building will change the face of the
neighborhood. For Hastings, there will
be no view west from the 200 building.
The current plan includes planter
boxes along both the Larkin and
Golden Gate facades, with some metal
trellises upon which climbing vines may
grow;. Thebuildingwillalsobeset
back from the hotel and residences on
McAllister Street by 15 feet. Seward
states that trees will be planted in this
space to lessen the harsh effect of an
80+ foot wall opposing the rear of
these buildings. Parking garages are
often stark and ugly. The plants and
trees will undoubtedly be a welcome
and innovative addition to a standard,
fimctional structure. However, this
!)I'ovides little solace forthe faculty
members who enjoy the now-ephem-

The schematic design for the Ground Level Plan of the Hashngs Parking Structure as seen from above.
Design by International Parking o.:-sign
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Parking ............. From Page 12
era1 view westward. The Alumni
Resource Center will also lose a view
that provides a valuable component to
its ambience.

TbeToYfe.In addition to providing more
parking spaces, the new garage will
allow the school to upgrade McAllister
Tower. The building will receive
seismic strengthening and a fire-lifesafety upgrade. Preparing the building
for possible disasters is clearly beneficial to everyone. Adding 80 units to
the Tower provides a mixed return.
While the building will accommodate more students, the apartments
will be much smaller overall. Students
will see many more efficiencies and
studios. A source from the architecture film responsible for the feasibility
study of the Tower's upgrades reports
that many current one- and twobedroom apartments will be converted
to studios and efficiencies. The
existing two bedroom apartments in
the Tower will likely be convcrted as
follows: thernainlivingroomwill
become a studio and the two bedrooms will become efficiencies. Onebedroom apartments willlilcely receive
similar treatment. Theapanments
opposite the "back" elevator on floors
5-\3 will be expanded, incorporating
the adjacent utility closet in order to
create a handicapped-accessible unit.
In addition, the fourth floor office
spaces will be converted to compact
residences. Even the architects
expressed their frustration with the
difficulty ofcompressing so much into
so little space. Confined by the
spacing of windows and the depth of
the units, the resulting square footage
defines a lack of separation offunctional spaces. In effect, you will be
doing your dishes while you are lying in
bed.
These smaller spaces may not
go overweJ1 with the sludenlbody.
As it is now, most students prefer to
upgrade to larger apartments in the
Tower after their first year, and this
oPJXlrtunity will be greatly limited after
the building is altered. One current
feature ofthe apartments in the Tower
that mitigates the downside of living in
the Tenderloin is the size ofthe apartments. If this feature is removed to the
degree that the overwhelming majority
of residential offerings in the Toweris a
shoebox-sized efficiency, the appeal of
the Tower will wane. However,ifthe
anticipated SOMA redevelopment

A surface parking lot, owned andopcrated by Hastmgs, ex,stsat the sIte of
the proposed parkmg strueture at the comer ofLarkm and Golden Gate

around the Ninth Circuit and new
federal building spills into the Hastings
area, living in the Tenderloin in an
efficiency may become somC\Yhat
more bearable. It will be interesting to
see ifthenewTowerwill remain full
from year to year.
One important function of the
Tower is to provide out-of-state
students with an affordable and easy
housing option as they move to the city
to attend Hastings. The increased
number ofapartmenlS will maintain and
enhance this; however, ifmany of the
apartments are efficiencies and studios,
even non-residents may opt for larger
off-campus housing in a better area
after year one. These factors, while
imp:utant to students, will be less of a
consideration to the Board ofDirectors, which appears to be moving
forward with the project.
Dean Kane's memo also
makes reference to the possible
renovation of the theater attached to
the tower and the conversion ofthe
Tower's semi-secret Walnut Room
into a student lounge. The Walnut
room is located behind the large mirror
on the stairs from the Tower lobby to

the fIrst floor mezzanine area The
simply wait until an ahun donates a
space served as a coffee shop during
large sum of money with directions that
the building's tenure as aholel, and
it be used to renovate the Walnut
could be found directly beneath the
Room, as was the case with the
main dining room, which is now the
Skyroom. Perhaps studenlS should
Tower gym. While Seward hopes to
hope that that donation and direction
include the Walnut room renovation in
comes with a condition: The lounge
the current Tower upgrade, it is
shall be for students and shall be
currently an auxiliary part of the plan.
open 24 hours a day, and the hours
Seward summarizes the overa11 shall not be curtailed to 12-5pm on
aim of the array of renovations in
weekdays. The theater is a beautiful
space, and could provide as phenomHastings' ncar future as an effort to
create a better urban campus and to
enal a setting for school events and
maximize our setting. A parking
presentations as it might for actual
perfonnances by a tenant theater
structure is an undoubtedly urban
beast, as is a densely packed residengroup. Again, this project will require
a sizable private donation.
tial building. In proceeding with the
It is difficult to know how to
parking structure and Tower upgrade,
the board is both acquiescing to the
react to the new projects. Since many,
neighborhood change and helping to
ifnot all current students will be gone
by the time the parking structure is
force the process. The plan appears
to be pTC§.cient and opportunistic while finished (the anticipated completion
also calculating and guileful.
date is January, 2004), perhaps the
best reaction is to shrug and offer
Still, renovating the student
lounge and theater- perhaps the best
condo lences to the faculty and stafffor
vehicle to bettering the urban campus
their lack of view, say goodbye, hope
setting- remains only a semi-remote
for an ATM on campus, and pray that
you are not reading this at 7:50 am
possibility. The renovations of these
spaces is, at best, a separate plan
because you will have just lost your
altogether. The school may have to
parking spot.
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Editorial
Individual Liberties Must be Based in Reason to Survive at All
by Matt Rowan, 2L (Staff Writer)

The Senate finally passed the antiterrorism bill for which Attorney Genernl
JOM Ashcroft had been vigorously lobbying on Thursday, October 25, roughly'Six
weeks after the vicious attack which burst America's bubble ofimagined security.
The message seems to be that our civil liberties, far from being in danger ofprompt
and ID1CeremOruous confiscation, are in fact holding up far better than they did even
when the war machines ofNazi Germany and Imperial Japan were looking like
swallowing up the tree work!.
'This isnot to say that it is time for us to goto sleep, safe in theassurancethat
our kind and benevolent law enforcement agencies will take care ofour rights like
precious little lambs. However, theamoWltofliberty sacrificed on October25
should seem trifling in comparison with the unforgettable loss. The new law includes
provisions which will allow for .....tretapping ofany conunwrications device used by a
singleperson without renewed judicial approval, sharing ofinfonnation obtained by
intelligence and law enfon:ement agencies, detention ofimmigrnnts suspected of
terrorism without charges for up to seven days, nationwide search warrants for
terrorism suspects, strir...1er regulation and access to infonnation of the banking
industry, as well as many other provisions increasing penalties and creating new
federaJ crimes related to terrorism.
Sitting down to write this editorial, I realized that I wasn't exactly sure
where I stood on the issue. The answer lay in that word which we as law students
have come to know and love so well: reasonableness. Reasonableness is not a
passionate word Lenin certainly didn't exhort theprolctariat to insurrection with
speeches about it, and it generally has been the cue to zone out (solitaire, anyone?)
whenever emitted from the lips ofa (presilll1ably) well-meaning law professor. Yet in
times ofcrisis it seems nothing if not reasonable to, well, get reasonable.
After all, the Fourth Amendment doesn't protect us from searches and
seizures, it protects us from unreasonable searches and seizures. What is reasonable is, ofcourse, open to interpretation, but that is the whole point What was
reasonable in 1789 in thesearches and seizure department is certainly not going to be
thesamething as what is reasonable today.
Now I certainly don't think of myself as any sort offascist(f even support
theACLU), but it seems to methat ifanything is unreasonable it is the idea that the
FBI, having already been given authority by a judge to tap someone's phone, should
then, in this high tech age, have to get more authority eVCI)'time it wants to listen in to
the same person on a different phone.
Images ofG-men with mischievous grins crouching in vans listening in on
students planning peace rallies definitely don't fill one with enthusiasm to broaden the
govenunent's wiretapping authority. Yet the image ofground zero in Manhattan
should be enough to convince anyone who is being reasonable that wiretapping,
though regrettable, is a necessary evil. If a necessaryevil is worth doing, it is worth
doing well. tfin furtheranceof our desire to continue breathing weare going to have
to consent to the surrender ofsome quantum ofour liberties, we at least hope we are
surrendering it to a strong and efficient government that can actually use it to protect
us, not to the Keystone Cops.
What is hard to believe here is that it took an event ofsuch magnitlldeto
convince lawmakers to enact such an obvious measure to modernize wiretapping
law. Ifourcivilliberties were truly in trouble it should have taken much less to bring
such legislation about. So great has been thereluctancetotakeevensuchaminor
step that the law includes a "surtSet provision" which provides that the increased
wiretapping authority will expire after four years.
This brings us to the more problematic issue ofthe increased period during
whichimmigrantsmaybedctainedwithoutchargesif~tedofterrorism. Any
law whichspecificaUytargets foreigners is bound to raise some eyebrows. It is
perhaps wUortuna1ethat this particular provision was added to a bill which otherwise
seemed rclativelyunobjectionable. It would not have upset me greatly to have seen a
law providing that anyone suspected of terrorism could beheld forup to seven days
without charges. To specifically single out foreigners seems tota.llyunneccssary. No
doubt it was done simply to make the bill more palatable to the person on the street.
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The result is that an essentially quite reasonable law (at least when urtivernaJly applied) has been rendered facially discriminatory. We should ofcourse take this
opportunity to remind ourselves that recent years have seen bloody acts of terrorism
that did not originate outside ofour borders (Oklahoma City).
The reality of the matter is that the law on its face is inviting racial profiling.
In addition to being ftmdamentally Wljust and boWld to increase rather than reduce
intercultural hostilities, racial profiling is also incredibly inefficient. There are too
many membersofanyetlmic group for law enforcement to beallowed to waste time
investigating people j ust because they belong to that group. Remember that intelligence agencies are subject to the same restrictions the criminal system abides by.
Yet for all these resetVations one might have about the FBI and CIA merging
to fOim one big international terrorism-fighting conglomerate., the inexorable forward
march ofscience and technology has brought about an age where a few individuals
can takeon a supcrpoweras effectively (perhaps even more effectively) as a traditional state. It is a war in more than metaphor. It is a fight to the death between foes
capableofinflicting massive harm u!X'n one another. Just because one side lacks a
flag and embassies and a seat on the UN doesn't mean it's not a war. Nevertheless
we must seek to reach understanding with the aggrieved populations the terrorists
misguidedly claim to represent. We must seek to win the hearts and mindsofthose
people. Nothingjustifies violence aimed at civilians, yet fire cannot always be fought
effectively with fire. It often only leads toamuch larger and fire.
What all of this hastodowith the subjectofindividual rights is this: Americans are not the only ones who have rights. Whetherone posits theoriginof rights in
natural law orin social contract theory, it is clcarthat to have a stable society where
rights may be fully enjoyed and the government must respect the fundamental value
of the individuals who makeupthat society. It isno longer sound policy to define
society as beginning and ending at our borders. The constituent members ofthe
society with whose welfare we must be concerned are every instance of the species
Homosapiells existing on the planet. If we wish to cease being the target of violence
from beyond our shores, we must cease pursuing apolicyofirresponsiblecconomic
exploitation ofany nation lacking the clout to stop us. We must take seriously to
heart the quality oflife and essential dignity of people everywhere.
Thus, in the short time it is entirely and utterly reasonable to restrict our rights
in limited ways while we are in this timeofcrisis. Yet in the longertenn, ifourrights
are to survive at all we must in fact extend them out so that we treat the restofthe
world exactly as we would want it to treat us if the tables were turned.
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Letters to the Editor
BILL OF RIGHTS:
Protector of Liberty
Dear Editor:
r write to respond to Art Macomber
and his assertion that "[p]rinciplesof
federalism are the primary protectors
of individual liberty." In the United
States of America, the unequaled
protector ofindividual liberty is the Bill
of Rights, nol federalism.

First, although federalism may be
justified by the fimctioning of state and
local govenunents as laboratories of
democracy from which others may
learn, individual liberty should not be
sacrificed by mistakes in the name of
experimentation. They are not so
sacrificed because the Bill of Rights
provides protections to those individuals whom state governments subject to
laboratory experiments.
Second. while federalism may allow
for "the satisfaction ofdiverse preferences," the Bill of Rights commands

the satisfaction ofcommon American
preferences such as freedom of
religion or speech. The current
political climate provides only minimal
protection for individual liberty; and
were it not for the Sill of Rights, I
doubt that individual liberties would be
protected at all.
Finally, althoughindividua1s may move
to escape unfavorable policies when
power is decentralized, such an idea
implicitly denies reliefto those who are
prevented from leaving because local
government has violated their rights to
assistance of counselor to due pro-

While federalism may have its appealing aspects, each aspect offederalism
cited by Mr. Macomber fails to
provide merit to the theory that
federalism is the primary protector of
individual liberty. The Bill of Rights ,
however, stands as the unequaled
protector of individual liberty in the
United States of America as it protects

when federalism falters.
Andrew Taylor, I L

Focusing on the Problem?
Letterto the Editor:
We would like to answer some of the
criticism in your recent article on
ASUCH 's budget process.
First, ASUCH did receive the largest
amount offunding in the budget
process in order to program large
events that benefit the entire student
body. However, ASUCH was also
the only student group to cut their
funding request this year and receive
less than last year's funds.
Second. while Beer-on-the-Beach
funding may appear to make up a large
percentage offunds allotted, such
funding did not have a substantive
effect on student org budgets. ASUCH
liberally granted requests to co-host
beer on the beach (BOB) from student
organizations. The amount of money
given to an organization to co-host a
BOB is eannarked for that purpose
and considered independent of the
organization's budget.
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Third, some students raised concerns
about the amount oftime ASUCH
spends on the budget; and while the
overall budget was debated and voted
on during one ASUCH meeting, this is
not the only time the organization
spends on bUdgeting. The treasurer
typically spends 20 hours reviewing
the funding proposals and making the
initial recommendation. The finance
committee members spend another 510 hours reviewing that proposal and
revising. ASUCH welcomes student
volunteers in the budget process.
Anyone interested in contributing ideas
to the funding process can volunteer
for next year's finance committee.

Finally, ASUCH would like to credit
Edina Pemg for her fund raising efforts
on behalf of the American Red Cross
immediately after September II. Her
name did not appear in the article
about how members of the Hastings
Community have responded to the
September II attacks. Edina came to
ASUCH with the fund raising idea and
was instrumental in making it ahuge
Mieke Eoyang
Anne Fokstuen
ASUCH President ASUCH Treasurer

December Calendar
American Conservatory Theater Now-I2I3I "Charles Dicken's A Christmas Carol" This classic returns tl.l the GearyTheatertl.l warm yl.lur heart this hl.lliday season in a productil.ln that
features a new Scrooge: A.C.T:s I.Iwn Steven Anthl.lny Jl.lnes! Reintroduce yourseifand those you love to the seaSl.ln's mQst enduring stQry I.Ifcharity, hl.lpe and hQliday spirit
Located at41 5 Geary Street. For information call (41 5) 749-2250. NOTE: Opening Night is December 12.
San Franciscl.l Opera Wl.lrld renowned company presents its 79th repertl.lry seasQn NQW through January t9th. Evening perfQrmance times vary; ma~ees are nQted. Currently shQwing
through Ian. 19 "The Merry WidQw." New dialQgue by Wendy Wasserstein and new productiQn directed by LQtfi Mansl.luri features 12 perfQrmances sung in English with soprano
Yvonne Kenny, mezzo-sopranl.l Frederica von Stade, meZZO-SQPranQ Angelika Kirchschtager and sQprano Isabel Bayrakdarian. MQst shQWS at 8 pm. Tickets can be purchased fl.lr $40$150 or $30 the day Qf the shQw. Go to www.sfopera.cl.lmQr call (41 5) 864-3330 fQr more infOrmatiQIL
San Franciscl.l Symphony 12112-12114 A weekdevQted tl.l musicQfPan-American Maverick Composers and musicQfVarese, Piazzollaand Villa-Lobos. 12114 (ONLY): SanFraociscQ
SymphQny YQuth Orchestra perfQrms Peter and the WQlf, Opus 67. Ipm & 4pm. 12130 In Vienna Woods, New YQrk Nights: Songs QfTwQ Cities, the rl.lute starts in Vienna and ends in
Manhattan with an evening Qfthe Blue Danube and flllisbes with shQw-stQPping bits from Broadway. 2pm. Located at Davies SymphQny Hall. Tickets can be purchased fQr $4O-S150 Qr
S30 the day Qfthe show. GQ to www.s£opera.CQmorcall(415)864-3330fQrmoreinfonnation
Now - 12123/01 Great Dickens Christmas Fair at the Cow Palace ExhibitiQn Hall. A traditlQnal hQliday festival I.Ifthe re-creatiQn Qf 19th Century Victorian LQndl.ln Fair will hold fQrQver
four consecutive weekends Qffood, music, dancing, perfQrmances and many more fQr all ages. FQr infQnnatiQncall (415) 392-4440
NQW - 12/31101 The Surch Search for Signs orIntelligent LiCe in the Univef5e play at Theatre Qn the Square, 450 PQst SI., San Francisco. NQte: there are nQ student diSCQunts.
Tickets cost between $35 and $50. Call415.433.9500 or visit wwwTheatreontheSguarecomforinformationQnperfl.lnnancesandtl.l order tickets.
Now - 111102 Sno~fallllt the Metreon The Qnly indoor winter wQnderiand in California is happening now at the Metreon. Guests can experience indoor snl.lwfall and be able to play,
sbQP, and enjoy the holidays in especiaHy "coot" surroundings. Eacb snowfall is expected to last apprQximately 3 minutes at 12pm. 2pm, 4pm, 6pm and 8pm every day thrQugh January 1
2002. METREON 101 Fourth Street, First Floor. For lnfQnnatiQncall (415) 369-6000
Now -1/6/02 Embarcaderl.l Center Hl.ltiday Ice-Skating Rink NQW that HallQween bas passed, it is time tQ start thinking about the winterhQlidays. Because Qfthe ongl.ling constructiQn
in UniQn Square, the Kristi Yamaguchi HQliday Ice Rink at the Embarcadero will be the onty outdoor boliday ice rink in San Francisco this year. SPECIAL NIGHT: On 11116 come ring in
the hQliday seasQn at the 16th annual hQliday lights celebration with entertairunent, food and variQus activities, including icc skating perfQrmances. At apprl.lximately 6:40 p.m.. thousands Qfligbts witt illuminate the EmharcadcrQ Center. Festivities begin at 4:30 p.m. The Ice Rink is open 10 am-IOpm every day at the EmbarcaderQ Center. FQr info call415-956-2688.
12111101 - 12/30/01 Nutcracker at the War Memorial Opera HQuse. America's Qldest ballet CQmpany, regarded as Qne Qfits finest, presents the Tchaikovsky's beloved family classic
every December. Located 30 I Van Ness Avenue infl.lrmalJOn call (415) 865-2000 Group Ticket PbQne; (415) 553-4672
12131/01 San Francisco Symphl.lny New Year's Eve Gala Concert & Party Ring in the New Year instyle with a grand gala celebratil.ln with a concert and dinner specialty. Then enjQy
dancing, cQmplimentary champagne, savories, desserts, party favors and join in the cQuntdown tQ midnigbt. Doors Qpen at 8 pm. Davies Symphony Hall, 201 Van Ness Ave. FQr
Infonnation call (415) 864-6000

Ongoing Cartoon Art Museum Located at 655 Missil.ln Stre<:! One QftwQ museums 10 the United States dedicated tQ the preservation and exhibitiQn I.If canoon art in all its fQons, this
unique institutil.ln hQuses 11,000 Qriginal pieces in its permanentCQllectiQn anda 3,000 vQlume research/library facility. Open Ilam-5pm Wednesday-Friday; lOam-Spm Saturday; IpmSpm Sunday. Admission $3 for students. FQr info call (415) CAR·TOON.
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